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Abstract: Video-based automated counting is a developing technology which will gradually 
replace the manual on-site counting. This study compares the accuracy of manual and video
based automated classified traffic counting. Original Yolo V 4 and a Yolo V 4 model with some 
preliminary custom training are used as automated vehicle counting. Preliminary model 
training was conducted using the tagged videos from survey locations. The manual and video 
data collections were conducted simultaneously at five locations for four one-hour time 
intervals. Seven vehicle categories were included in the preliminary model for heterogeneous 
traffic conditions. Classified vehicle counting in the laboratory by playing back the video data 
gathered at survey locations were considered as the actual vehicle counts. RMSE and M战E
are used to compare all three approaches to the actual vehicle count. Accuracy was tested for 
all vehicle categories at each location separately for variable vehicle composition and traffic 
conditions between locations and within a location. 
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1. INTRODUCTION

Traffic data was not updated frequently as it was costly during the past to improve and 
manage passenger mobility in Sri Lanka. As the population has increased, the traffic 
congestion along the road network within the commercial district of Colombo and the 
expressways and corridors has increased with a rising number of vehicles entering the road 
network. To manage the traffic congestion, accurate traffic data collection is of paramount 
importance for transport planners, traffic controllers and policymakers. Therefore, a need has 
arisen to measure various traffic parameters to identify traffic patterns'variability during peak 
and off-peak periods under the existing road types. 

As a developing country, Sri Lanka is not accustomed to using the high-end modem 
technologies used in several countries to measure traffic conditions. Hence, it is crucial to 
realize the effect and accuracy of various traffic data collection methods to identify the most 
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